Implant Direct’s Legacy 1, 2 and 3 Systems

Twenty-three years after Dr. Gerald Niznick introduced the first conical connection with an internal hex, Implant Direct announces the launch of the Legacy™ 1, 2 and 3 Systems, expanding the surgical and prosthetic options with the most copied platform in the implant industry (Niznick U.S. Pat. #4,960,381 expired Oct. 2007).

All three systems share the same surgical protocol, color-coded prosthetic platform and surface options of SBM or HA ($25 extra).

Dentists make selection based on cost, which varies based on a choice of fixture-mounts. All three implants provide double-lead body threads for faster insertion and quadruple lead mini-threads near the top for increased stability and reduced stress concentration in the critical crestal area.

All Legacy Implants are packaged with a surgical cover screw and an extender for use as a 2 mm healing collar.

Implant Direct
27030 Malibu Hills Road
Calabasas Hills, Calif. 91301
(888) 649-6425
www.implantdirect.com

Salvin OraPLUG & OraMEM

Salvin OraPLUG
The Salvin OraPLUG® is an absorbable collagen sponge with the following features:
- Excellent for extraction and biopsy sites
- Controls bleeding and stabilizes blood clots
- Protects wound bed
- Protects matrix for tissue ingrowth
- Absorbed in 10–14 days

Salvin OraMEM
The Salvin OraMEM® is an absorbable collagen membrane with the following features:
- For use in guided tissue regeneration procedures
- Excellent handling properties
- Bioabsorbable and biocompatible
- Provides wound stabilization
- Ideal for space creation

OraMEM absorbs in four to eight weeks while OraMEM-Sustained® absorbs in 18 weeks.
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